Modified Polyaxial S1 Screw Placement in Patients with Difficult Sacral Anatomy - Technical Report
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Abstract

We present a case of a patient with unfavorable sacral angles and narrow iliac window created by large bilateral iliac crests who underwent L5-S1 anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF) followed by posterior fixation using L5-pedicle screws and L5-S1-facet screws for lumbar degenerative disease. Due to the difficult sacral anatomy, S1 pedicle screw placement was deemed technically difficult. The use of a L5-S1 facet screw reduced the need for retraction and muscle dissection or inserting a pedicle screw via new incision. Although no longer the most commonly performed form of posterior instrumented fusion, facet screw fixation has similar pseudoarthrosis rates when compared to transpedicular screw fixation. Transfacet fixation, however, is less invasive compared to transpedicular fixation and can be incorporated with the traditional ALIF procedure. Moreover, facet screw fixation affords 4-cortical purchase of the facet joints and can be used in obese patients, patients with hypertrophic iliac crests and those with unfavorable sacral angles.
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Introduction

Transfacet screw fixation was initially introduced in the late 1940s by King and later modified by Boucher in the late 1950s as a method of spinal fixation through an ipsilateral approach [1, 2]. Magerl provided the most recent advance to transfacet fixation by describing a contralateral approach whereby a facet screw is entered in the contralateral lamina and passed through the ipsilateral facet joint [3]. This translaminar approach – although not a classical facet fixation – was deemed more efficacious in immediate fixation but more technically challenging due to the need to traverse a larger distance of bone. Figure 1 illustrates the axial and sagittal trajectory difference between transpedicular (TP) and transfacet (TF) screw placement.
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Despite the minimally invasive nature of transfacet screw fixation, this method lost ground to pedicle screw fixation during the 1980s due to its biomechanical inferiority [4]. Pedicle screws are associated with lower incidence of failure at the fusion interface; facet screw failure rates are anecdotally estimated to be higher with repetitive cycling [5]. The difference in biomechanical instability and failure rates have limited the use of facet screws despite similar pseudoarthroses rates between the two methods [1, 2, 6-8]. The use of facet screw fixation has been limited to cases where an interbody buttress – such as a strut or cage – is used to provide added arthrodesis.

Pedicle screw placement at S1, especially in an obese patient or in patients with difficult sacral anatomy, is technically more difficult compared to transfacet screw placement, however. The higher possibility of screw malposition and associated risks of neurological and vascular damage make their use more difficult compared to facet screw placement. Additionally, the mobilization
of paraspinous muscles and the creation of devitalized tissue adds to the increased morbidity of this approach [5, 9]. Moreover, the difficult angulation necessary for the placement of TP screws may require additional incisions, which may increase the risks of infection. Facet screw fixation, on the other hand, provides a relatively less-invasive and equally efficacious, 92% (TF screw) vs. >90% (TP screw), approach for posterolateral fusion in a similar manner to pedicle screw fixation [5].

Recently, there has been an increase in the popularity of performing ALIF followed by minimally invasive facet screw fixation posteriorly in patients with degenerative spinal disease with no need for posterior decompression. Facet screw fixation in combination with ALIF has a reported fusion rate of greater than >95% [5]. Figure 2 demonstrates postoperative imaging from a patient who underwent L4-5, L5-S1 ALIF followed by minimally invasive L4-5 L5-S1 facet screws placed [7]. In this report, we present a patient who underwent L5-S1 ALIF followed by posterior L5-S1 fusion. We initially planned on placing pedicle screws at L5 and S1, however due to the patient’s large bilateral iliac crests, the typical medial trajectory was difficult, requiring a combination of both pedicle screw and facet screw fixation as an alternative trajectory for screw placement. This approach affords 4-cortical purchase of the transfacet screw and can be used in obese patients, patients with hypertrophic iliac crests and those with unfavorable sacral angles.
Technical Report

History and Physical Examination

We evaluated a 50-year-old woman who presented with lower back pain radiating to the bilateral lower extremities. She has previously undergone two L5-S1 laminoforaminotomies and discectomies at an outside hospital. Her prior operations were initially efficacious in ameliorating the pain, but her pain eventually recurred. Steroid injections were attempted but were complicated by epidural hematoma. Reclining ameliorates her pain, but sitting, lying, standing, walking, leaning forward or backward, and twisting all elicit and worsen the pain.

On neurological examination she was alert and oriented, conversant with fluent speech. Cranial nerves, 2-12, were intact. She had full strength in her bilateral upper extremities. Her bilateral lower extremities were 4/5 strength in her left hip flexion and left dorsiflexion. She was otherwise 4+/5 strength in her bilateral lower extremities. Sensation was intact to light touch in her bilateral upper and lower extremities and proprioception was intact.

Radiographic Imaging

Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the lumbar spine, revealed post-surgical changes at L5-S1, with postoperative fluid and granulation tissue in that region (Figure 3). There was a broad based, bulging disk at L5-S1 with encroachment upon the neural foramina, contacting the exiting nerve roots bilaterally, right greater than left, with a 5-mm central disk protrusion.

Surgical Procedure

Our vascular surgery colleagues exposed the anterior L5-S1 disk space through a retroperitoneal approach. After exposure of the L5-S1 level, we utilized intraoperative fluoroscopy to localize the level and proceeded to performing a L5-S1 discectomy and prepared the endplates. A cage was then placed into the disk space and packed with morselized bone allograft and bone morphogenic protein. A buttress plate and screw were placed in the sacral promontory to prevent cage displacement of the construct, which was confirmed with intraoperative fluoroscopy. After completion of the ALIF, the Vascular Surgeons closed the abdominal incision. The patient was repositioned in the prone position.

Once prone, the previous midline incision was identified and re-opened. Missing lamina at the
L5 level from her previous laminectomy was identified. Scar dissection was performed followed by re-do laminectomy for decompression of the canal. Concomitantly, we exposed the remainder of the L5 lamina as well as the L5-S1 facet articulation.

Initially, our plan was to perform posterior fixation at L5-S1 using pedicle screws. Because of the patient’s narrow iliac window and significant obesity, it was difficult to obtain a suitable trajectory and angle needed to place a satisfactory S1 pedicle screw from a lateral to medial trajectory. Therefore, we decided to place the polyaxial pedicle screw through the facet joint in a transfacet trajectory (medial to lateral). First, we guided the Jamshidi needle through the facet of the L5-S1 in a medial to lateral trajectory into the pedicle of S1 in the direction of the ala and proceeded to place a 35 mm depth polyaxial screw through the transfacet direction into the ala of the S1 pedicle. Satisfactory placement of the polyaxial transalar-transfacet screw was determined by intraoperative fluoroscopy. Next, a standard pedicle screw was placed at the L5 level at a trajectory of 20 degrees and parallel to the plate with a pedicle finder going through the pedicle with a satisfactory cannulation; placement was immediately confirmed with intraoperative fluoroscopy. Titanium rods were placed to secure the two screws affixed to L5 and S1 levels. After satisfactory instrumented stabilization was achieved, morselized bone allograft was added in the posterolateral fashion to achieve the posterolateral fusion. The wound was then closed in standard fashion.

**Follow-Up**

Postoperative films demonstrate appropriate placement of the anterior construct as well as L5 pedicle and L5-S1 medial-to-lateral facet screw (Figure 4). The patient was seen four weeks after discharge for postoperative follow up. She subjectively stated that her pain had improved "98% better". Her radicular pain had completely resolved.
Discussion

Here we demonstrate the use of medial-to-lateral L5-S1 facet fixation with a polyaxial screw, in combination with a L5 pedicle screw, affording greater stabilization than a standard L5-S1 pedicle screw construct in a patient with obesity and unfavorable sacral angles undergoing ALIF. This technique can be utilized for difficult screw placement at S1 in individuals with narrow iliac windows. Instead of exposing laterally to find the S1 pedicle where a larger incision may be required, medial-to-lateral fixation at S1 may be achievable in those with hypertrophic iliac crests and unfavorable sacral angles. The method provides less morbidity in patients with said pathology and greater ease for the surgeon.

Conclusions

Degenerative disc disease is the most common etiology of lower radicular back pain, and is often co-morbid with obesity. In order to obtain appropriate surgical exposure of the S1 pedicle for transpedicular screw fixation, one of two options is available. First, one may extend the incision to allow greater retraction and thus exposure of the pedicle. The other approach would involve a lateral stab incision and percutaneous placement of the pedicle screw. Extension of the incision would increase the invasiveness of the procedure requiring greater paraspinous muscle retraction. In both cases, the patient is faced with a greater likelihood of infection due to larger incision or two incisions that must heal. Once the pedicle is cannulated with the screw, the surgeon is still faced with the task of introducing fixation rods, which may be challenging.

In our patient, due to her narrow iliac window created by large bilateral iliac crests the traditional lateral-to-medial pedicle screw fixation was technically challenging (Figure 3). Of note, this narrow window is seen in large males as well with similar anatomical architecture. We, therefore, placed a traditional L5 pedicle screw and then placed a transfacet screw at L5-S1 in a medial to lateral direction. This screw crossed four cortical bone layers and therefore has sufficient strength. The titanium rod was then connected between the L5 pedicle screw and L5-S1 transfacet screw.

The medial-to-lateral approach of the S1 screw demonstrates greater cortical purchase compared to standard S1 pedicle screw fixation (Figure 1b). There is a risk of neural damage to the lumbosacral plexus, but due to the large territory covered by this screw, the risk of malposition is low. The combination of greater stability, medial to lateral cannulation, and smaller incision all serve to make this approach appropriate for posterior L5-S1 fusion especially in patients with morbid obesity or difficult anatomy.
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